Access Statement for
Lindale Holiday Park

Introduction
Lindale Holiday Park is a 5 acre site with 40 holiday accommodation units and an owner’s
residence. The site is hilly and the roads have variable gradients. There are 6 lodges for
hire. This document provides access information on the park in general and in particular on
the holiday letting accommodation. If you have any queries please e-mail
info@lindalepark.co.uk or telephone 01677 450842.
We look forward to welcoming you soon.
Pre-Arrival
We have a website which is: www.lindalepark.co.uk, you can find pictures of the holiday
letting units plus floor plans on this website. You can book a holiday by phone or by filling in
one of our enquiry forms and e-mailing it to us at info@lindalepark.co.uk, or on line through
www.Yorkshire.com and www.Yorkshiredales.org or www.hoseasons.co.uk . We can take
payment over the phone using debit or credit card or you can pay by cheque.
Getting to Lindale Holiday Park
By Private Car
Lindale Holiday Park is situated on an unclassified road 1 ½ miles south of Newton Le
Willows. There are brown Tourist Signs which direct customers from the A684 Bedale to
Leyburn Road. There is a map on our website with directions to the holiday park.
By Public Transport
The nearest Bus Stop is 1 mile away in Newton Le Willows, the buses run infrequently
(about every 2 hours) on weekdays, and less often at the weekend. You can find time table
by telephoning: Travelling (Yorkshire) 0870 608 2 608.
The nearest Train Station is in Northallerton, which is on the East Coast Mainline. There are
taxis at the station. The taxi firms in Bedale have accessible taxis, the telephone numbers
are:
Taxis R Us & Proctors: 01677 424252, 422932, the website is: www.taxisrus.co.uk, or email
info@taxisrus.co.uk.
Ure Cars: 01677 448448, email urecars@talktalk.net.
For shopping to be delivered – please arrange this through TescoDirect or Sainsbury.
Arrival & Car Parking Facilities
On arrival guests are requested to park in the allocated area at the entrance to the park and
report to the reception which is 45m down the main entrance road. The main entrance road

has a Tarmacadam surface and a slope of approximately 1 in 8, it leads down to the
reception and on down to the main holiday park area where the Lodges are located. From
the bottom of the hill the internal road surface is crushed quarry stone.
If you are not able to walk to the Reception please telephone us on 01677 450842 to make
us aware that you are waiting, we can open the barrier and you can then drive to the
reception. The entrance into Reception is level and the door is wide enough for a wheelchair
The letting lodges are located in two separate areas of the holiday park.
The Dell lodges: Ash, Birch, and Cherry are located in the centre of the park, down the main
entrance road, turn left and then straight in front. The Dell Lodges have allocated parking at
the following distance from the unit:
Ash & Cherry – 30 meters
Birch – 40 meters
From the car park to the Dell lodges, the access is over level stone paths.
When unloading and loading luggage it is permissible to park in front of Ash and Cherry, and
then the distance to the entrance doors for the lodges is 14m for Ash and Cherry and 24m
for Birch.
Larch Lodge is located close to the Dell Lodges and the Parking for Larch is in the same
area as the Dell Lodges. Parking is approximately 19 meters away from Larch, access to
the lodge is over a level stone path and includes a 3 meter run of pathing slabs. When
unloading and loading it is permissible to park adjacent to the lodge and then the distance to
the steps is 3m.
Elm Lodge is also located in the centre of the Holiday Park, about 50m from the Dell and
Larch Lodges. The parking for Elm is adjacent to the building and there is a 5 m walk across
level stone and paving slabs to enter the Lodge.
The Pine Lodge is located at the South East end of the park, at the end of the road system.
The Parking for Pine Lodge is at the side of the lodge, to get to the front door it is necessary
to walk around the back of the lodge, which is a walk of approximately 6 meters and involves
2 steps up from the car park and onto the path around the lodge. The steps can be avoided
by walking on the grass, a detour of 2 meters. The path is level path and surfaced with
compacted stone.
The Letting Lodges
The Dell, Larch and Pine lodges are elevated structures and they are all accessed via five
steps leading up onto wooden decking. The steps are 23cm deep with open treads and
90cm wide. For Larch and the Pine Lodge there is a handrail on both sides, for the Dell
Lodges there is a hand rail on one side. The total rise up onto the decking is 85cm. Elm is a
fixed building and access is by a level path through the front door.
The front doors of the Lodges are 75cm wide with the exception of Elm where the door is
90cm wide. Larch, Pine and Elm Lodge have low rise doors sills which are nearly flush to
the decking. Ash, Birch and Cherry have sills which are 10cm high.
Once inside the lodges, there is level access to all the rooms.
All the lodges have an external decking area with picnic tables and access to BBQs.

The Dell Lodges: Ash, Birch and Cherry
A Floor plan for the Dell Lodges can be found on the Dell Lodge page on our website. The
Front Door of the Dell lodges opens outwards, it gives access onto a corridor which is lit by a
single light and has vinyl flooring. There is an external light by the front door and the French
doors from the lounge. The corridor runs half the length of the unit and all the doors to the
other rooms open off from this corridor. The corridor is 85cm wide and 5.5m long. All the
internal doors are 70cm wide and 200cm high. The master bedroom with the double bed is
at the rear of the lodge, with the bathroom next to it, then moving forward there is a small
cloak cupboard, then the twin bedroom and at the front end of the corridor the door into the
Kitchen Dinner and Lounge, which are open plan. The light switches throughout the unit are
at 138cm height. Sockets are at 45cm height, except above the kitchen work surface when
they are at 20cm above the work tops which are at 91cm from floor level. There is a
thermostat in the corridor for the central heating, this is at 155cm from floor level.
The windows throughout the unit are double windows, one side of which opens and they are
120cm wide with a handle at 140cm from the floor and window sill at 84cm.
All the rooms a heated by radiators which have on off valves at 20cm from floor height.
The master bedroom is 3.5m x 2.4m with a short pile carpet and a single central light fitting
plus 1 bedside lamp. There is 55cm space on either side of the bed and 1.2m space at the
end of the bed. The double bed is a divan which is on casters and can be moved to make
more space on one side or the other. The Divan is 136cm wide (4 feet 6 inches) and the
mattress top is 55cm from the floor. The bedding is a non-feather duvet (12.5tog) with 2
feather pillows and 2 non-feather pillows. There are water proof protectors on the mattress
and the pillows. The bed linen is polycotten. There are bedside tables on either side of the
bed, these are 40cm x 30cm wide and deep and the table top is 61cm from the floor. On the
wall at the end of the bed there is a 4 draw chest which is 55cm x 50cm wide and the top of
this is 78cm from the floor, there are 2 sockets next to this chest. There is a mirror above
the chest at 125cm from floor height. To the left of the chest is a wardrobe which is 80cm
wide and has 2 doors which open outward and handles at 110cm height. The fuse box is
located in this wardrobe.
The bathroom is 2.5m x 165cm wide, with a shower, toilet and wash basin. There is 26cm
either side of the toilet which is next to the shower, the toilet seat is 41cm from floor level.
The shower is 90cm x 90cm and there is a 26cm step up and into the shower. The sink is
on the wall next to the shower and diagonally across from the toilet. The space from the sink
to the opposite wall is 136cm, and from the sink to the shower is 50cm. The sink is set in a
vanity unit and is 79cm from the floor to the rim of the sink, there are 2 taps on the sink
which are operate by a turning movement. The vanity unit has double doors and 2 shelves.
There is a single central light fitting in the bathroom and it is activated by a pull cord which is
on the left of the door as you enter, the handle for the cord is 140cm from the floor. The
extractor fan is above the toilet and is activated by a pull cord which involves reaching up.
The second bedroom is 2.5m x 2.5m wide and there are two 93cm (3foot) wide single
divan beds, the top of the mattress is 58cm from the floor. There is 70cm between the divan
beds which are positioned next to the walls. The bedding is the same as in the master
bedroom except that single duvets are provided and there is one pillow per bed. There is a
four draw chest between the beds at the head end, there is a single table lamp on the top of
the chest the height of which is 78cm from the floor. There is a single wardrobe at the foot
end of one of the beds. There is a single light pendant in the centre of the room with the
switch by the door.

The kitchen dining area is 3.5m x 2.45m, it is lit by 4 spot lights and the flooring is vinyl.
The table and 4 chairs are in front of you as you enter the kitchen dining room with the
fridge-freezer to your right, this forms a short corridor which is 90cm wide. The kitchen units
are arranged around 3 walls. The table is 90cmx90 with a leg on each corner and is 74cm
from floor in height, there is 65cm floor to lowest point on the table (under space). Free
space is available on one side of the table and there is 188cm from the table to the sink on
the opposite side of the room. There are 4 chairs with the table, the seat height of these is
43cm and the pads are 43cm wide by 40cm deep. The kitchen units are standard kitchen
units with a built in oven below the hob which is set into the work top which is at 91cm
height. The door to the oven opens out and down wards. The sink is a single drainer and is
set in the work top at 91cm height; it has 2 taps which operate by a turning motion. Next to
the sink and under the drainer is a Dishwasher. To the right of the of the oven is the fridgefreezer, the fridge is above the freezer and the door handle is at 120cm height, the bottom of
the fridge is at 110cm height, the handle for the freezer is at 90cm. The space around the
table and into the lounge area is restricted by the settee to 50cm.
The lounge area is 2.5m x 3.3m and lit by 4 spot lights plus a table lamp. The flooring is
short pile carpet. There is a corner settee which seats 5 people, the settee is black faux
leather and the cushion height is 47cm. There is a rectangular occasional table 92x62cm at
40cm height in front of the settee. The TV is set on a corner unit at 50cm height from the
floor, diagonally across from the settee at a distance of 2.7m on the diagonal, it is controlled
by a remote control. There are double French doors which open out from the lounge onto
the decking, these are 160cm wide (each door is 74cm wide), when both are open, with a
7cm sill and handles at 100cm. The open to an angle of 90 degrees, i.e. they do not fold
back.
Outside the Dell Lodges the decking runs from the entrance door to the front of the unit.
The decking is 112cm wide along the side of the lodge opening, then it opens out to provide
a seating and BBQ area (a Picnic table is provided) with the Spa Bath which is set into the
decking. The spa bath is 2m x 2m wide and the rim is 20cm above the decking, and is
accessed by stepping over the edge of the spa and down into the bath which has a curved
seating area all around the edge which is 50cm below the height of the lip. To use the spa a
cover must be released and folded back then removed and placed to one side. Once the
bathing session is over, the cover must be replaced.

Larch Lodge
A floor plan for this lodge can be found on the page for Larch on the Website. The front door
for Larch Lodge opens outwards and gives access into a corridor which is 1m wide and 3.2m
long with an additional 1.16m at 45 degrees. The front door has a 2cm sill. Once inside the
lodge the access all on the level. The internal doors are 66cm wide and 198cm high. All the
rooms for the Lodge open from this corridor. The lounge, dinning and kitchen area are
accessed through a door to the left at the end of the corridor, the bathroom is in front and the
two bedrooms are on the right hand side. There are coat hooks in the hall at 168cm height.
There is a cupboard at the end of the corridor where the vacuum is stored and additional
coat hooks at 150cm height with a shelf above at 163cm. The light switches throughout the
lodge are at 114cm above the floor, and the sockets are generally at 60cm, unless they are
above a kitchen work surface. The flooring is covered throughout the lodge in short pile
carpet except for the kitchen/diner and bathroom where vinyl is used.
The Lounge is 2.9 x 3.9 m in size and has 2 two person settees with seats at 43cm from the
floor. There is a coffee table in front of the settees which is 60cm x 120cm with a table top at
45cm from the floor in height. In the corner is a lamp table with a lamp is in the corner next
to one of the settees. The TV is located in the corner of the room on a shelf at 117cm from

floor height which is above the electric fire, both are operated using a remote control unit.
There are double sockets behind the TV at 135cm from floor height. The lounge area is lit
with 4 low energy spot lights. There are French doors opening from the lounge with a
handle at 103cm and the second door is opened with a screw mechanism at the top and
bottom of the door, these doors open onto a decking walkway which leads around to the
main decking area. On the side wall is a triple window with 2 opening frames each with 2
handles one at 80cm and one at 140cm from the floor. The floor is short pile carpet. There
are 2 double sockets on the wall adjoining the corridor. A radiator heats the room and has a
thermostatic control at 20cm from floor height. There is 3.05 x 1.1m of free floor space
between the settees in which the coffee table is located. There is 90cm between settees
and between the settee and the wall on the way into the room.
The dining kitchen area is to the right of the lounge area and is 3m x 3.5m in size, the table
is set in the middle of the kitchen area with fitted kitchen units running around two walls. The
layout in the kitchen is, starting from the front windows and moving around the units to the
far end: fridge-freezer with handle for the fridge at 94cm and fridge bottom at 90cm with
freezer below, fitted electric oven with grill at 55cm from floor height (handle at 98cm) and a
fitted microwave above this, the door for the microwave is at 125cm from the floor. Above
the microwave is a cupboard.. Then the sink which is a single drainer with a single mixer tap
operated by turning knobs. Above the sink is a double window with one opening frame.
Under the sink bowl is a cupboard which houses the bin and under the drainer is a fitted
dishwasher. The gas hob is located in the corner set into the kitchen work surface, it has 4
burners and an extractor hood over it. Along the back wall of the kitchen area are 4
cupboards below the work surface and 4 fitted above the work surface on the wall. The
kitchen area is lit with 4 spot lights, there are lights under the wall cupboards. The kitchen
work surface is 91cm from the floor. The dining table is in the middle of the kitchen area, it
has a 122cm x 91cm table top with 4 wooden chairs, the free space under the table is 65cm
to the floor and the table top is at 78cm from floor height. The space between the table and
the kitchen units is 107m to the kitchen units, 90cm to the front window and 30cm to one of
the settees and 90cm to the French doors. The floor is covered in vinyl. There are French
doors opening from the kitchen/dinner onto the front decking, the handles for which are at
1m.
The master bedroom has a 136cm wide (4 foot 6 inches) divan bed with mattress at 56cm
from floor height. On either side of the bed head there are 2 bedside tables with switches
above for the wall lights and double sockets at 80cm. The bed has a 12.5 tog synthetic
duvet with 4 pillows, 2 feather and down and 2 synthetic pillows. The mattress and pillows
are protected by waterproof covers and the bed linen is polycotton which is washed in nonbio detergent with fabric conditioner. There is 47cm of clear space either side of the bed. At
the end of the bed there is 1.5m of clear space, in the corner there is a 4 drawer chest which
is 70cm wide and 40cm deep the top of which is at 60cm height with a socket above this. To
the left of the bed is a fitted wardrobe with double sliding mirrored doors, hanging rail and a
storage shelf at 164cm from the floor, there is a sill at the bottom which is 10cm deep. On
the wall next to the wardrobe there is a double socket which is 60cm from the floor. The
window has two opening frames with handles at 80cm and 140cm and it has a French blind
which is operated by a cord mechanism.
In the twin bedroom is 2.9m x 3.45m and has two 92cm (3 foot) single divans with mattress
at 56cm from floor height. The bed linen is as for the master bedroom, however there are
one pillow per bed. The beds are set against walls with 85cm between the beds and a
single bedside chest with 3 drawers between the bed heads. There are switches for the
main light next to the bed heads and a twin socket. From the end of the beds to the wall is
1m. There is a wardrobe built into the wall at the foot of one of the beds, it has double
mirrored doors which open outward with built in shelves and hanging space, the handles for
the doors are at 1m from the floor and there is a sill at the bottom which is 10cm deep.

The bathroom is located next to the twin room. It has a bath with a shower over it and a
glass shower screen. The sink is fitted into a work surface and is next to the bath (tap end),
the toilet is the other side of the sink and is also built in. There is a mirror with a light over
the sink, it is operated by pulling a cord. Under the sink is a cupboard with 2 doors and
shelves. The towel rail is at the foot end of the bath. The free floor space in the bathroom is
1m x 1.5m and the floor is textured vinyl. The bathroom has central ceiling light operated by
a pull cord next to the door which is 140cm from the floor.
Outside is a decking area which is to the side of the lodge which is 2.4m wide and 6.3m
long where there is a picnic table and a gas BBQ, at the front of the lodge is a decking walk
way which is 120cm wide and leads around to the side area.

Elm Lodge
A floor plan for this unit can be found on the Elm Lodge page on our website. Elm Lodge is
entered by a front door which is 90cm wide with a 2cm lip. Access throughout the lodge is
level. The floor in the kitchen is covered in laminate, in the lounge is waxed oak and in the
bedroom is short pile carpet, whilst in the bathroom it is vinyl. In the lounge there is a rug
between the settees. The front door leads into a short hall which is 160cm wide, the
bedroom door is on the right hand side it 80cm wide, after this door the hall opens out into
the kitchen area. The bathroom is accessed from the bedroom. The lounge dinning area is
past the kitchen at the end of the corridor. There are French doors which open off the
lounge and the bedroom at the rear of the lodge and give access to a wooden decking area
which has 2 steps up. There are coat hooks at 160cm height in the hall to the right of the
front door inside a cupboard with two opening doors. The light switches are at 110cm and
the sockets at 50cm from floor height. The unit is lit throughout with halogen spot lights.
The bedroom is 380 x 445 cm with a 5 foot double bed (mattress to floor height 58cm), a
bedside cabinet either side of the bed head with table lamps, a 2 door wardrobe against one
wall and a chest of draws with a sockets above it at the wall opposite the end of the bed.
There is at least 1m clear access either side of the bed. The bedroom is lit by 4 halogen
spot lights, it has a French door leading outside, two small windows and two Velux skylights
with remotely operated blinds. There are 6 double sockets (one set of sockets is behind the
chest and is at 110cm height from the floor alongside an aerial point for TV).
The bathroom is 225cm x 325cm, it is accessed from the bedroom through a 80cm wide
door. It has a double spa bath against one wall, a 90x90cm corner shower with a step up of
28cm into the shower tray, a towel rail between the bath and the shower and on the opposite
wall is a sink on a pedestal which is 80cm from the floor height. The sink has 2 taps which
are operated by turning. The toilet 30cm from the sink and 25cm from the wall and the seat
is 40cm from the floor. There is at least 1.5 x 1.5m free space in the centre of the room.
The bathroom is lit by 2 halogen spot lights, it also has 4 coloured mood spot lights to
enhance the enjoyment of the spa bath. The spa bath is 1.2m wide and 1.5m long, the lip of
the bath is 60cm above floor height and the floor of the bath is 10cm from the room floor.
The bath is curved at the each end for half its width (to provide space for 2 people to sit head
to toe side by side). The bath has a mixer tape which is operated by a turning motion. The
shower has a mixer which is operated by turning a small bar around a circular inner hub.
The height of the shower head can be adjusted on its bar and the head pivots. There is a
window with obscure glass above the sink and a mirror on an arm pulls out over the sink. In
the ceiling there is one velux window. The shaver socket is at 160cm from floor height to the
right of the window.
The kitchen area is 3.25 x 1.8 cm, the kitchen units are arranged around 3 sides, the forth
side is open onto the hall, from the edge of the kitchen units to the external wall there is

1.8m. Working around the kitchen from right to left, there is a full height integrated fridge
freezer, then a work surface at 90cm with cupboards under and wall cupboards 35cm above
and into the corner. The under work surface cupboards run around 3 sides of the kitchen,
the wall cupboards begin in the 2 corners and run out wards. On the internal wall is the sink
an integrated dishwasher under the drainer. On the next wall there is another run of wall
cupboards and fitted under work surface cupboards. The gas hob with 4 burners is set into
the kitchen work surface on the 3rd wall, it has an extractor hood above and a fitted single
electric oven below the hob. To the left of the hob is a 30cm wide work surface with a
cupboard underneath. The room is lit with 2 halogen spot lights, lights under the wall
cupboards and a spot light above the sink. There are 3 double sockets 10cm above work
surfaces.
The lounge dining area is at the end of the hall, it is 6m x 3.8m, there are windows in the
front, sides and the back as well as French doors leading out to the decking at the rear of the
building. The dining table is at the front of the room in the corner, it is a 90cm x 90cm table
with 2 wooden chairs which have seat pads at 44cm from floor height with 43x39cm pad,
there is 65cm clear space under table to the floor and the table top is at 74cm from the floor.
There is between 60 to 1m of clear space around the table on all sides. There are two
settees, a 2 person and a 3 person, the seat cushions are 44cm from floor height. There is a
coffee table in front of the settee, it has a 120cm x 60cm top which is 45cm from floor height.
The TV is on a cabinet on the wall opposite to the settee at a height of 55cm, it is operated
using a remote control. There is a lamp table between the settees. The room is lit by 6
halogen spot lights. In the ceiling are 2 velux skylights. There are 3 double sockets at 50cm
from floor height.
There are radiators throughout Elm which are controlled by thermostatic valves located
25cm from the floor at the end of each radiator. There are external lights to the front and the
rear of the lodge. On the decking there is a picnic table. There are 2 steps up onto the
decking giving a rise of 40cm, on the decking there is a table and 4 chairs and a gas BBQ.

Pine Lodge
The Pine Lodge is located at the South end of the Park and it is very similar but larger than
Larch. The floor plan can be accessed on the website. The light switches are at 115cm
from floor and sockets are generally at 60cm from the floor. The front door is accessed from
decking which has 4 steps up to it and a rise of 80cm onto the decking, the entrance into the
lodge has a 2cm lip, then throughout the lodge everything is on the same floor level with flat
access. The front door leads into a corridor which is 1m wide and 2.5m long from which the
lounge is accessed, and then the corridor does a right angle turn and off this section the
bathroom, master bedroom with ensuite shower room and walk in wardrobe and the twin
bedroom are accessed. The corridor has spot lights and a switch for the external decking
light. The internal doors are 66cm wide and 198cm high. The flooring is covered in vinyl in
the kitchen area, the bathrooms and at the entrance to the hall, all the other floors have short
pile carpet. There is a thermostat to control the central heating in the hall which is 145cm
from the floor, each radiator has a thermostatic valve which is 20cm from the floor a the end
of each radiator.
The Lounge is 3.8m x 4.2m and has two settees on castors which can easily be moved
around the room. There is a two person and a three person settee the seat cushions of
these are 43cm from floor height. There is a coffee table which is 60cm x 120cm and 45cm
high. There is a small lamp table, a TV on a cabinet at 50cm high and a gas fire in a
decorative fire place which has controls concealed in the front at height of 20cm from the
floor. The TV has a remote control. There are 3 double sockets in the lounge, 1 is behind
the TV. The lounge area is lit by 2 wall lights. There are double French doors leading out of

the lounge onto a 1m wide decking walkway which leads around the side of the lodge to the
main decking area. The French doors have a handle at 103cm from the floor on one door,
the second door is opened using a screw mechanism located at the top and bottom of the
door.
The Kitchen and Dining area is 4.8m x 2.2m in size the dining table is 122cm x 91cm and
the table top is 78cm from the floor with 65cm of clear space under. The chairs seats are
45cm from the floor and the seats are 43cm wide and 41cm deep. There is at lest 60cm of
clear space around the table. There is a pendant light above the dining table. The kitchen
area is located in the corner behind the dining area, it is 2.8m x 2.1m including the
cupboards, it has kitchen units around 3 sides and is open onto the lounge on the third side.
It has a work bench on the side nearest the dining table, the top of which is 91cm from the
floor and has cupboards under this, working around to the outside wall, there is a hob set
into the work top with an extractor hood above this and an oven beneath. Along the external
wall is the sink under a window, with a washing machine in the cupboard below the drainer.
On the back wall is a work surface with a cupboard beneath and an integrated half size
dishwasher, this then adjoins the fridge and freezer which are integrated, the fridge is above
the freezer and the handle for this is at 94cm and the freezer handle at 80cm. Along this
wall are wall cupboards and there are lights fitted underneath these. There are 3 double
sockets 10cm fitted above the kitchen work surfaces. The kitchen area is lit by a central spot
complex with 3 spot lights.
The bathroom is 2m x2m and has a sink and toilet integrated into fitted furniture on the rear
wall, the sink is at 80cm from the floor and the toilet seat at 41cm from the floor. Next to the
sink is the bath which has a shower screen with an overhead shower, taps are operated
using a turning motion and the bath side is 55cm high. There is a ladder towel rail and a
mirror with an integral light over the sink, this is operated by a pull cord at the lower edge of
the mirror. There is a central light operated by a pull cord by the door which is 140cm from
floor height. There is 1.2 x.15m of clear floor space in the bathroom.
The master bedroom is 2.2m x 2.8 and has a 136cm wide (4foot 6 inches) wide bed with a
mattress top at 57cm from the floor and the bedding is the same as in the Dell Lodges.
There are bedside cabinets either side of the bed with tops at 60cm and double sockets plus
light switches for the wall lights which are above the bed and a bed side lamp. There is
50cm clear space on the window side of the bed and 90cm on the door side with 90cm at the
foot end. In the corner of the room is a 4 draw tall boy chest and there are double sockets in
the corner of the room. Leading off the room is an ensuite shower room with a corner
shower which is 90 x 90cm with corner opening doors and a step up into the shower of
20cm. There is a sink on a pedestal with the bowl 80cm from floor height against the wall on
one side of the shower and a toilet the other side of the shower. The toilet has more than
20cm of clear space either side and the seat is 41cm from the floor. There is a central light
operated from a pull cord by the door, the handle for this is 140cm from the floor. The walk
in wardrobe is next to the shower room and entered by a door with a light switch on the
outside and it has a shelf at 163cm with hanging rail beneath and open shelves in the
corner, the consumer unit is located in the wardrobe.
The Twin Bedroom is 3m x 2.9m and has 2 91cm (3foot) beds with a mattress at 56cm with
the same bedding as in the Dell Lodges. There are 2 bedside cabinets between the beds,
the tops of which are at 60cm and there is a 1m space between the beds. Along the wall at
the foot of the beds is a double wardrobe with sliding doors which has a 10cm sill, next to
this is a 4 draw chest with a mirror above this and a socket. There are double sockets
between the beds. There is at least 60cm of clear space at the foot of the beds. The room
has 2 wall lights operated by a switch at the door and at the bed heads, there is also a
bedside lamp.

Outside the lodge is a 3.4 x 6m deck with a hot tub sunk in the deck a table and chairs and a
BBQ, please see the Dell Lodges for details on the hot tub. There are external lights by the
main door and the French door at the front of the lodge.

Telephone and Internet Access
Mobile reception is patchy in the Dell Lodge area, because the space is enclosed. There is
pay by time (via PayPal using a credit or debit card) WiFi internet access, you are required
to bring your own internet enabled computer.
Pets
Pets are permitted in Ash Lodge.
Smoking
Smoking is not permitted in any Lodge.
Local Information
There are local information folders in each lodge which give telephone numbers for local
faculties including taxis, hospitals, doctors, restaurants and information on shops and local
services. There is extensive Tourist information leaflets in the lodges.
Arrivals: 4 to 6pm
Departures: by 10am

Contact Details for Lindale Holiday Park
Our address is:
Lindale Holiday Park, Newton Le Willows, Bedale, North Yorkshire, DL8 1TA
Telephone: 01677 450842
Email: info@lindalepark.co.uk
Website: www.lindalepark.co.uk
Emergency number: 999

